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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the subclass of positive functions that can be associated to
nonnegative definite Hankel matrices and with its extension to the subclass of appropriate
pseudo-positive functions of finite index so as to accommodate the indefinite case. Although
the treatment is largely inspired by the somewhat overlooked work of Akhiezer in the context
of Nevanlinna functions, it aims at presenting a modern account of the results available in
the field as well as of their generalization beyond the mathematical limits of the original
derivation. The Hankel matrix extension problem is discussed and solved in a simple manner
as an illustration of the proposed techniques. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The two most commonly met matrix structures in digital signal processing (DSP)
and system theory applications are undoubtedly the Toeplitz and Hankel structures.
The origin of this paper stems for an apparent asymmetry in the applied mathemat-
ics literature regarding the exposition and analysis of the standard algorithms used
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in concrete applications to process such matrices numerically (solving a system of
equations, inversion, LU decomposition, etc.).
Indeed, let us first consider the case of positive definite Toeplitz matrices. A deep
understanding of their algebraic properties is today well known [1,4] to be obtain-
able from considering two specific mathematical disciplines intimately related to
such matrices: first, the theory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle, whose
recurrence relations are exploited in the Levinson algorithm on the one hand; second,
the theory of Carathéodory and Schur functions, in particular, the celebrated function
theoretic Schur algorithm and its simple Toeplitz matrix version on the other hand.
Furthermore, the function theoretic Schur algorithm in the class of Schur functions
is well known to lie at the very core of a collection of interpolation and approxima-
tion problems of great significance in engineering applications, which give rise to
matrices with a close-to-Toeplitz structure [14].
The picture is markedly different for positive definite Hankel matrices [4,9]. Al-
though the theory of orthogonal polynomials on the real line also plays an illuminat-
ing role in their algebraic treatment, the series, which, as in the Toeplitz situation, can
be built on the Hankel matrix entries, does not seem to have attracted much attention
in the applied mathematics literature. At first glance, there is a definite reason for this
fact. The series, in question, sometimes termed the symbol of the Hankel matrix, does
not converge in general in any open region of the plane even in the positive definite
case and, therefore, does not seem to be related to any particular class of functions.
However, if this series is interpreted as the asymptotic expansion around the point
at infinity of a hypothetical underlying function, it turns out not only that such a
function exists but also that it belongs to a well-defined subset of the class of positive
functions, which encompasses, in particular, the subclass of all the lossless functions
having a pole at the origin. Let us recall that the class of positive functions is made
of the functions f .s/ which are analytic in the open half-plane Re s > 0 and whose
real part Re f .s/ is nonnegative in the same region. The class of positive functions
is well known in engineering applications since such functions arise naturally in the
modeling of physical systems that either dissipate energy or are lossless.
The main theme of the present paper is precisely to establish and to discuss the
connection between the theory of Hankel matrices and the theory of positive func-
tions. Let us point out from the outset that the relevance of positive function theory
in the field is by no means an original observation and that the question has been
investigated in detail, although in a somewhat disguised manner, in the mathematical
literature and more specifically by Akhiezer [1]. As a matter of fact, Akhiezer has
discussed in depth the theory of Nevanlinna functions and its relation with the Hankel
matrix structure. A Nevanlinna function g.s/ is a function, analytic in the upper half-
plane Im s > 0, whose imaginary part Im g.s/ is nonnegative in the same region
of the plane. Although a Nevanlinna function can be transformed into a positive
function and conversely by a trivial variable transformation, Nevanlinna functions
are not often considered in applications since they do not spontaneously “model”
any common physical system. This may perhaps explain why Akhiezer’s work has
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received little attention so far in applied mathematics and has been overlooked, if not
often simply ignored.
All this does not imply that the content of the present paper is a mere translation
of Akhiezer’s results to the language of positive functions. If the Akhiezer results
are indeed revisited in the light of a modern approach, they are also expanded and
generalized to accommodate situations, e.g. indefinite Hankel matrices, beyond the
scope of their original treatment. It will be shown in that respect that the subclass
of positive functions of interest can be extended to an appropriate subclass of pseu-
do-positive functions of finite index. In this light and as an application, the Hankel
matrix extension problem will be proved to have a straightforward solution. In this
problem, one is interested in obtaining all Hankel matrices of arbitrary order, that
admit a given Hankel matrix as its top left principal submatrix and have the least
possible number of negative eigenvalues.
It is interesting to contrast the function theoretic aspects of the Hankel matrix
environment with that of the Toeplitz matrix. In the Toeplitz case, it is well known
that the Toeplitz matrix entries can be viewed as the coefficients of the Maclaurin
expansion of an underlying Carathéodory function: in other words, the function is
expanded with respect to the center of its domain of analyticity so that the resulting
series converges everywhere in the unit disk to a unique well-defined Carathéodory
function. The picture is quite different for the Hankel case. First, the correspond-
ing expansion is made with respect to the point at infinity, whence with respect to
a point which belongs to the boundary of the domain of the underlying positive
function. When this asymptotic expansion does not converge in any open set of the
right half-plane Re s > 0, it turns out that it does not necessarily correspond to a
unique positive function, but rather to a set of such functions. In that sense, the Han-
kel function theoretic environment is richer or, at least, deserves more theoretical
consideration.
In view of the very nature of this paper, the selection of the topics revisited in
the light of positive function theory is certainly disputable. The author has made
the choice to concentrate exclusively on the basic ingredients of Hankel algebra. As
a result, subjects of obvious significance in the field such as Padé approximation
or Jacobi matrix theory have been left aside on purpose. Also, the J para-unitary
factorization technique, of major interest in the Toeplitz case, will be briefly touched
upon only, in spite of its own specific interest in the Hankel case. Let us somewhat
elaborate on this point. For the Toeplitz matrices, J is classically defined as the di-
agonal matrix of order 2 with diagonal entries C1 and −1; for Hankel matrices,
the natural choice is rather to define J as the antidiagonal matrix whose nonzero
entries are set equal to C1. Athough these two definitions are unitarily equivalent,
it turns out that they both yield, in their respective environment, relations and for-
mulas formally the simplest. Moreover and still in the same context, the two natural
generating vectors for a n  n Hankel matrix are the unit vector and an appropriate
2n-vector; in contrast, Toeplitz matrices are naturally generated by two nontrivial
n-vectors. This observation requires perhaps some more consideration within the
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framework of general structured matrices. To illustrate this point, let us mention the
displacement rank approach [14] to the numerical treatment of structured matrices,
which has been developed originally in a Toeplitz framework and which has been
extended in the course of years to more and more general algebraic structures. It is,
however, a fact that the Hankel structure, as simple as it may seem, only fits into that
general framework in a somewhat elaborate manner.
As mentioned above, the function theoretic Hankel environment can be viewed in
several respects as the dual of that of the Toeplitz case in the sense that a function
expansion is made with respect to a point on the boundary rather than one in the
interior of its domain of analyticity. This point of view is especially well reflected in
the context of classical network theory [2]. Indeed, the function theoretic Schur algo-
rithm can be identified in that context with the Darlington synthesis procedure based
on appropriate points (transmission zeros) of the open right half-plane Re s > 0.
The counterpart of this Schur algorithm, discussed in the present paper, can be inter-
preted along the same line as the celebrated Cauer synthesis procedure for lossless
impedances based on points on the imaginary axis Re s D 0.
In Section 2, some basic facts of positive function theory are briefly recalled [1,2].
Then, the subclassL of positive functions of interest in the context of Hankel matrix
algebra is precisely defined and shown to include the subclass of lossless functions
vanishing at infinity.
In Section 3, the problem of constructing a classL function having a prescribed
asymptotic expansion of formal lossless type is considered and the Akhiezer al-
gorithm proposed for its recursive solution [1] is revisited in the class L function
framework. Its general solution implies, as in the Toeplitz case, the introduction of
two families of polynomials which allow one to parametrize all solutions (if any) in
terms of an arbitrary class L function, except in some singular situation where the
solution is uniquely defined as a well-defined lossless rational function. Furthermore,
the construction of these two polynomial families is shown to give rise to a nested
set of nonnegative definite Hankel matrices [4,9]. Also, an appropriate concept of J
para-unitarity is introduced for the polynomials in question.
In Section 4, the two families of polynomials introduced in Section 3 are shown
to constitute orthogonal families of the first and second kind on the real line [1,4]
with respect to the same measure that underlies any well-defined solution of the
interpolation problem discussed in the preceding section. The recurrence formula
satisfied by the above polynomials is briefly recalled to be the cornerstone of the
standard algorithm to solve a Hankel system of equations. The celebrated Chris-
toffel–Darboux formula is rederived so as to obtain a closed form expression of the
differential characteristics of a Hankel barrier function as required in an optimization
technique that is commonly used today [15].
In Section 5, the Akhiezer algorithm is revisited and proved to induce a function
theoretic recursive algorithm for class L functions, which can be viewed as the
counterpart of the Schur function theoretic recursive algorithm for Schur functions.
In particular, the matrix form of the above algorithm is shown to lead directly to the
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well-known dual version of the algorithm discussed in Section 4 to solve a Hankel
system of equations [1,4,9]. Also, it is explained how an appropriate concept of J
para-unitary factorization arises naturally from the obtained algorithm.
In Section 6, the behavior of the solution of the interpolation problem considered
in Section 3 is discussed when the number of interpolation constraints tends to infin-
ity. As the treatment of the question follows closely the original analysis of Akhiezer
[1], only its main results are presented (without proof). It appears that the solution
either converges to a unique well-defined lossless function or does not converge at
all. In the latter situation, the problem admits a well-defined set of solutions, that can
be described as a linear fractional transformation of an arbitrary positive function,
therefore not necessarily belonging toL. This section culminates with two charac-
terization theorems for classL functions, which appear to be the counterparts of the
Toeplitz–Carathéodory and Schur characterization theorems for Carathéodory and
Schur functions, respectively.
In Section 7, the original interpolation problem considered by Akhiezer is again
discussed in the case where it admits no solution in class L. It is shown that the
problem still makes sense provided the classL of functions is extended to the class
of pseudo-positive functions of minimal index [5,6]. Then, the Akhiezer algorithm
is shown to be capable of an appropriate generalization [4,9] to accommodate this
generalized setting and its main properties are investigated in some details.
In Section 8, the results of the preceding section are applied to the Hankel matrix
extension problem, where it is required to find all the Hankel matrices that admit
a given Hankel matrix as top left principal submatrix and have the least possible
number of negative eigenvalues. It turns out that this problem can be solved in a
straightforward manner with the help of the algebraic techniques developed to solve
the generalized interpolation problem of Section 7. As a further illustration, a well-
known theorem relative to the location of the zeros of a polynomial in terms of its
Markov parameters is shown to be an immediate consequence of the obtained results
[7].
Finally, a few words concerning the references. References to Hankel matrices
are numerous in the literature. In the present paper, we have limited ourselves to the
few references that were of direct relevance to our treatment. The reader is especially
referred to [3,4] and the references therein for the general mathematical environment
of the problems treated as well as for a rather exhaustive account of the literature in
the field.
2. Positive functions
A (real) function f .s/ is said to be positive (real) if it is analytic in the open right
half-plane Re s > 0, and Re f .s/ > 0 there [2]. This class of functions is of special
interest in a collection of engineering problems for its direct relation to the mathe-
matical description of passive physical phenomena. In the context of classical circuit
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theory for example, it is a well-known result that any rational positive real function
can be viewed as the driving point impedance of a circuit made of an appropriate
interconnection of lumped passive resistances, inductances, and capacitances. More-
over, this class of functions is identical, up to an obvious variable transformation,
to the class of Nevanlinna functions often considered in mathematics in connection
with the classical moment problem [1,17].
A fundamental theorem of positive function theory [1] states that any such func-
tion f .s/ admits an integral representation of the form
f .s/ D  s C j C
Z C1
−1
1 − js!
s − j! dγ .!/ (1)
for some appropriate measure dγ .!/, some real  and some  > 0. Here, j D p−1.
Strictly speaking, a positive function is undefined in Re s 6 0. It can be shown, how-
ever, [12] that any positive function f .s/ possesses a left horizontal limit almost
everywhere on the imaginary axis .Re s D 0/, defined as
f .j!0/ D lim
!0C
f . C j!0/;
and that this limit, when it exists, has a nonnegative real part. The para-conjugate
transform f.s/ of a positive function f .s/ is defined by
f.s/ D f .−Ns/:
Any positive function can be extended onto the left half-plane Re s < 0 by assigning
to f .s/ in that region the value −f.s/. Of course, the functions obtained in this way
in the half-planes Re s > 0 and Re s < 0 are not in general analytic continuations
of each other. The class of lossless functions is precisely defined as the subclass
of positive functions for which these two extensions coincide. Therefore, a lossless
function satisfies the algebraic identity
f .s/ C f.s/ D 0; (2)
everywhere in the s-plane except possibly on a subset of zero measure of the imag-
inary axis. It follows from this definition that a lossless function is devoid of poles
off the imaginary axis and that its real part on Re s D 0 vanishes almost everywhere.
Lossless functions are of particular interest in engineering applications for they cor-
respond to passive systems that, in addition, do not dissipate energy [2].
In this paper, we will be concerned mainly with the subclassL of positive func-
tions characterized byZ C1
−1
.1 C !2/ dγ .!/ < 1;  D 0 and  D
Z C1
−1
! dγ .!/;
so that the integral representation of any function f .s/ 2L can be expressed as
f .s/ D
Z C1
−1
d .!/
s − j!; (3)
for the measure d .!/ D .1 C !2/ dγ .!/. Therefore, such a function admits for s !
1 an asymptotic expansion of the following formal lossless type:
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f .s/ ,
1X
kD0
jk h.k/
skC1
; (4)
where the coefficients h.k/ are real and take the values
h.k/ D
Z C1
−1
!k d .!/: (5)
For the sake of clarity, let us recall the exact meaning of the asymptotic expansion
(4): for any fixed , however, small (0 <  < =2), it is true uniformly in the range
of angles − 6 arg s 6  that
lim
s!1 s
kC1
"
f .s/ −
kX
iD0
j i h.i/
siC1
#
D jk h.k/
for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : Naturally, if the expansion (4) converges in some domain jsj > R
with R < 1, this relation becomes an equality and f .s/ is then defined as a lossless
function. In this case, one has, in particular,
jf .j!/ D h.0/
!
C h.1/
!2
C h.2/
!3
C    (6)
3. An interpolation problem in classL
A central theme of the present paper is the characterization of the set of functions
f .s/ 2L, whose asymptotic expansion has its first n C 1 coefficients prescribed,
i.e.
f .s/ , h.0/
s
C jh.1/
s2
C    C j
n h.n/
snC1
C    (7)
In the setting of Nevanlinna functions, this problem has been considered extensively
by Akhiezer [1], who proposed the following algorithm for its solution.
Let us first assume the problem to have two interpolation constraints only: h.0/
and h.1/. As the first interpolation constraint imposes, in particular, the first term of
the asymptotic expansion of Tsf .s/U−1 to take the value h−1.0/ and since f −1.s/ is a
positive function with f .s/, one must have  D h−1.0/ in the integral representation
(1) of f −1.s/ and, therefore,
h.0/ > 0 (8)
for the problem to have a solution; note that, if h.0/ D 0, one then has necessarily
f .s/  0. If h.0/ > 0, the inverse of any well-defined solution f .s/ can be expressed
as f −1.s/ D h−1.0/Ts C z.s/U where z.s/ is a positive function without pole at in-
finity. Moreover, as z.s/ is positive with z.s/ C j0 for any real 0, it is clear that the
second interpolation constraint will be satisfied if one sets
0 D −h.1/=h.0/; (9)
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provided that the function f1.s/ D g.z/ − j0 belongs to class L. As a result, it
appears that f .s/ is expressible as
f .s/ D h.0/
s C 0 C f1.s/ ; (10)
where f1.s/ is any positive function 2L. Conversely, any function of form (10) with
the value (9) for 0 satisfies the first two interpolation constraints if f1.s/ belongs to
classL; moreover, the resulting function f .s/ with h.0/ > 0, as the inverse of the
sum of two positive functions, is a positive function. To sum up, it turns out that the
solution space of the two interpolation constraint problems is parametrized by Eqs.
(9) and (10) in term of an arbitrary function f1.s/ 2 L.
If the problem has more than two interpolation constraints, it is clear that the first
.n − 1/ coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of f1.s/
f1.s/ D h1.0/
s
C jh1.1/
s2
C    C j
n−2 h1.n − 2/
sn−1
C    (11)
are no longer arbitrary. Indeed, from equating the coefficients of the asymptotic ex-
pansions of both sides of equation h.0/ − f .s/ f1.s/ D .s C j0/ f .s/, one obtains
the Toeplitz triangular system of equations2
664
h.0/
h.1/ h.0/
: : :
h.n/ h.n − 1/ : h.0/
3
775
2
664
h1.0/
h1.1/
:
h1.n − 2/
3
775
D
2
664
h.2/
h.3/
:
h.n − 2/
3
775 C 0
2
664
h.1/
h.2/
:
h.n − 1/
3
775 ; (12)
whose solution yields well-defined values for h1.0/; h1.1/; : : : ; h1.n − 2/.
As a result, the initial problem appears to have been reduced, in terms of the
function f1.s/, into a new interpolation problem of the same type but with two less
interpolation constraints. Therefore, iterating the whole procedure will produce, for
k D 1; 2; : : : ; successive interpolation problems in term of functions fk.s/ 2L hav-
ing to satisfy n − 2 k constraints; this will ultimately yield [11] the full solution to
the problem as a continued fraction expansion of the form .h0.0/ VD h.0//:
f .s/ D h0.0/
.s C j0/ C
h1.0/
.s C j1/ C    C
hm.0/
.s C jm/ C z.s/ (13)
in terms of an arbitrary function z.s/ of classL for n D 2 m or n D 2 m C 1, with
the additional freedom that m is unconstrained and, hence, can be freely chosen if
n D 2 m. From the above, it is clear that the necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of a solution are
hi.0/ > 0 for i D 0; 1; : : :m: (14)
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Moreover, a premature algorithm termination, i.e. hi.0/ > 0 for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1
and hk.0/ D 0, is only possible if one has fk.s/  0, otherwise the problem has no
solution. To describe the general solution, it is convenient [1,4] to introduce the fam-
ilies of polynomials Tpk.s/; qk.s/U defined for k D 2; 3; : : : ; m by the recurrence
relations
pkC1.s/
qkC1.s/

D .s C jk/

pk.s/
qk.s/

C hk.0/

pk−1.s/
qk−1.s/

(15)
from the initializations p0.s/ D 1, p1.s/ D s C j0 and q0.s/ D 0, q1.s/ D h.0/.
From their definition, it appears that the polynomials pk.s/ and qk.s/ have degree k
and k − 1, respectively, and are para-even or para-odd in the sense that they satisfy
the relations
pk.s/ D .−1/kpk.s/; qk.s/ D .−1/k−1qk.s/ (16)
or, equivalently, that the coefficients pk;i ; qk;i in the expansions
pk.s/ D
kX
iD0
jk−i pk;i si; qk.s/ D
k−1X
iD0
jk−i−1 qk;i si ; (17)
are all real. Note also that the polynomials pk.s/ are all monic by construction.
By using a well-known argument of continued fraction algebra 1 [13,16], one then
shows that the problem solution (13) can be expressed in terms of these polynomials
as the linear fractional transformation
f .s/ D qmC1.s/ C z.s/ qm.s/
pmC1.s/ C z.s/ pm.s/ (18)
in the general case and is uniquely defined by the lossless rational function
f .s/ D h0.0/
.s C j0/ C
h1.0/
.s C j1/ C    C
hk−1.0/
.s C jk−1/
D qk.s/=pk.s/ (19)
in the degenerate case hk.0/ D 0. Furthermore, from the observation that the choice
z.s/ D 0 for the parameter function is perfectly admissible, it appears that the as-
ymptotic expansions of any full solution f .s/ and of the lossless rational function
qk.s/=pk.s/ coincide up to the term in 1=s2k for all k. This implies, in particular, that
the function
gk.s/ D f .s/ pk.s/ − qk.s/ (20)
has an asymptotic expansion of the form
1 Let us point out that most of the algebraic developments of this section formally apply to any power
series: associating a continued fraction or a fractional transformation to a power series is a standard
technique in that context.
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gk.s/ , .−1/k
1X
iD0
ji gk.k C i/
skCiC1
(21)
for appropriate real coefficients gk.k C i/. Therefore, the polynomials pk.s/ and
qk.s/ can alternatively be defined as the unique polynomials of degree k and k − 1,
respectively, and with pk.s/ monic, such that the function gk.s/, resulting from (20),
has an asymptotic expansion of the form (21), i.e. one whose first k coefficients have
0 value. These two properties induce, in particular, the two linear sytems of equations
[4]
Hk Tpk;0; pk;1; : : : ; pk;kUT DT0; 0; : : : ; 0; gk.k/UT (22)
Tk Tpk;1; pk;2; : : : ; pk;kUT DTqk;0; qk;1; : : : ; qk;k−1UT; (23)
where Hk is the Hankel matrix
Hk D
2
664
h.0/ h.1/ : h.k/
h.1/ h.2/ : h.k C 1/
: : : :
h.k/ h.k C 1/ : h.2k/
3
775 ; (24)
and Tk the upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix
Tk D
2
664
h.0/ h.1/ : h.k − 1/
0 h.0/ : h.k − 2/
: : : :
0 0 : h.0/
3
775 :
Furthermore, one deduces from the first system (22) and from pk;k D 1 the equalities
gk.k/ D k (25)
with k D det Hk=det Hk−1.
To end this section and for further use (see Section 5), let us remark that, if one
sets the polynomial matrix
Wk.s/ D

pk.s/ qk.s/
pk−1.s/ qk−1.s/

; (26)
the polynomial recurrences (15) can be recast into the matrix form
WkC1.s/ D

s C jk hk.0/
1 0

Wk.s/; (27)
so that one has
Wk.s/ D
k−1Y
iD0

s C jk−i−1 hk−i−1.0/
1 0

: (28)
With J the permutation matrix
J D

0 1
1 0

;
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it then appears that the matrices Wk.s/ satisfy the relation
Wk.s/ JWk.s/ D h0.0/ h1.0/    hk−1.0/ J; (29)
which is easily deduced from (28) by direct calculation. In other words, the polyno-
mial matrices Wk.s/, when appropriately normalized, enjoy a J para-unitary property.
4. Orthogonal polynomials on the real line
Let us consider any particular solution (18) of the interpolation problem corre-
sponding to a specific choice of the class L parameter function z.s/. In view of
(3), there exists a measure d .!/ underlying the resulting solution f .s/. Let us in-
troduce a scalar product h ; i defined on the space of polynomials with respect to
that measure d .!/. Let us then define the polynomials of the variable !, Pk.!/ DNjk pk.j!/ D PkiD0 pk;i !i and Qk.!/ D Njk−1 qk.j!/ D Pk−1iD0 qk;i !i . From (5), (22)
and (25), the polynomials Pk.!/ are found to satisfy the scalar product relations
hPi.!/; Pk.!/i D
Z C1
−1
Pi.!/ Pk.!/ d .!/
D
iX
rD0
kX
tD0
h.r C t/ pi;r pk;t ;
D i;k k (30)
where i;k is the Kronecker delta. Consequently, the polynomials Pk.!/ are seen
[1,4] to constitute a family of first kind orthogonal polynomials on the real line with
respect to the measure d .!/. Moreover, as the recurrence relations (15), recast in
term of the modified polynomials, take the form
PkC1.!/
QkC1.!/

− .! C k/

Pk.!/
Qk.!/

C hk.0/

Pk−1.!/
Qk−1.!/

D 0 (31)
with P0.!/ D 1, P1.!/ D ! C 0 and Q0.!/ D 0, Q1.!/ D h.0/, the family of sec-
ond kind orthogonal polynomials on the real line with respect to the same measure
is seen to be made of the set of polynomials Qk.!/. Note also from (30) that this or-
thogonality property implies, in particular, k > 0 and, therefore, that the nested set
of Hankel matrices Hk is nonnegative definite for all k, if the interpolation problem
has a solution.
Let us now consider the Hankel matrix Hm. From (19) and (22), the real numbers
gk.k/; gk.k C 1/; : : : ; gk.m/ appear to have fixed values resulting from the system
of equations
Hm Tpk;0; pk;1; : : : ; pk;k; 0; : : : ; 0UT
D T0; : : : ; 0; gk.k/; gk.k C 1/; : : : ; gk.m − k/UT; (32)
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and, hence, are independent of the particular choice of the function parameter z.s/.
Moreover, one deduces from three consecutive versions of system (32) and from the
recurrence relations (31) the relations gk.k/ − hk.0/gk−1.k − 1/ D 0 and kgk.k/ C
gk.k − 1/ − hk.0/gk−1.k/ D 0, whence
hk.0/ D k
k−1
D gk.k/
gk−1.k − 1/ ; (33)
k D −1k Thk.0/ gk−1.k/ − gk.k C 1/U; (34)
in view of (25) and with the convention that g−1.0/ D 0. The above relations form
the cornerstone of the standard algorithm [4,9] for the recursive calculation of the
family of orthogonal polynomials. Indeed, if the polynomials Pk.!/, Pk−1.!/ and
the numbers gk−1.k − 1/ D k , gk−1.k/ are assumed to be known, performing the
two scalar products
gk.k/ D k D h!k; Pk.!/i D PkiD0 h.k C i/ pk;i;
gk.k C 1/ D h!kC1; Pk.!/i D PkiD0 h.k C i C 1/pk;i (35)
yields the required ingredients for the determination of hk.0/ and k by (33) and
(34), whence of PkC1.!/ via the first recurrence formula (31). It can be verified that
the resulting algorithm involves 4 k C 1 flops per iteration. Note incidentally that a
proof of the well-known result that the classical moment problem has a solution if
and only if the Hankel matrix built on its moments is nonnegative definite, follows
directly from considering the first equality (33) together with (14).
For the sake of completeness, let us also recall the Christoffel–Darboux formula
[1]
PmC1./ Pm.!/ − PmC1.!/ Pm./
m . − !/ D
mX
kD0
−1k Pk./ Pk.!/; (36)
deduced from the recurrence relations (31) by straightforward algebraic manipula-
tions. From equating the coefficient matrix of the two variable polynomials of both
sides of (36), one obtains an expression of the inverse of the Hankel matrix Hm in
terms of a Bezoutian built on the coefficients of the last two polynomials PmC1.!/
and Pm.!/. In fact, one has precisely [4,10]
m H−1m
D
2
666666664
pn;0 0 : 0
pn;1 pn;0 : 0
: : :
pn;n−1 pn;n−2 : 0
pn;n pn;n−1 : pn;0
3
777777775
2
666666664
pnC1;1 pnC1;2 : pnC1;nC1
pnC1;2 pnC1;3 : 0
: : : :
pnC1;n pnC1;nC1 : 0
pnC1;nC1 0 : 0
3
777777775
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−
2
666664
pnC1;0 0 : 0
pnC1;1 pnC1;0 : 0
: : :
pnC1;n−1 pnC1;n−2 : 0
pnC1;n pnC1;n−1 : pnC1;0
3
777775
2
666664
pn;1 pn;2 : pn;n 0
pn;2 pn;3 : 0 0
: : : : :
pn;n 0 : 0 0
0 0 : 0 0
3
777775 ;
as can be verified by elementary algebraic manipulations.
Also, let us point out that another relation, of special interest in optimization prob-
lems [15], can be deduced from the confluent form of the Christoffel–Darboux for-
mula (36), i.e. for  ! !. To see this, let us introduce the set of 2m C 1 elementary
unit Hankel matrices Jk , whose elements Jk.i; j/ D Jk.i C j/ are set equal to
Jk.l/ D k;l for i; l D 0; 1; : : : ; 2 m:
A standard technique in optimization is based on the concept of barrier function.
If the matrix of interest has the Hankel structure, this barrier function can be chosen
as −ln det Hm and its differential characteristics have to be determined recurrently.
In particular, the gradient of the barrier function needs to be evaluated and it is clear
that one has
d det Hm
dh.k/
D hH−1m ; JkiF (37)
where h ; iF stands for the Frobenius matrix scalar product. It turns out [8] that an
expression for the right-hand side of (37) is immediately available from (36). Indeed,
one finds for  ! ! the relation
−1m TP
0
mC1.!/ Pm.!/ − PmC1.!/ P
0
m.!/U D
2mX
kD0
hH−1m ; JkiF !k; (38)
whence
hH−1m ; JkiF D −1
kC1X
iD0
.k − 2 i C 1/pm;i pmC1;k−i−1
with the convention pm;i D 0 for i outside the interval .0;m/ and similarly for
pmC1;i . As a result, it appears that the gradient components (37) of the barrier func-
tion can be computed efficiently, for example, as polynomial convolutions (38) via
FFT techniques.
Let us finally recall that, when the interpolation problem has a unique solution,
the resulting interpolation function f .s/ is rational, lossless and of degree k with
k 6 m, as given by (19). By a well-known property of positive function theory, this
function f .s/ can be expressed as a partial fraction expansion
f .s/ D
kX
iD1
γi
s − j!i ; (39)
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where the γi and !i take well-defined positive and real values, respectively. There-
fore, the coefficients h.l/ of the asymptotic expansion of f .s/ , P1lD0 jl h.l/=slC1
can be written as
h.l/ D
kX
iD1
γi !
l
i ; (40)
and this shows that the underlying measure d .!/ is of the discrete type, i.e.
d .!/ D
kX
iD1
γi .! − !i/ d! (41)
with .!/ the Dirac delta function. Furthermore, the Hankel matrices Hl built on the
moments (40) are found to be nonnegative and to have rank k for all l > k. Converse-
ly, if the Hankel matrices Hl are nonnegative and have rank k for all l > k, then the
underlying measure is necessarily of discrete type (41).
5. The Akhiezer algorithm revisited
Let us consider the function gk.s/ defined in (20) for any well-defined solution
f .s/ of the interpolation problem. It follows from (15) that any triplet of three con-
secutive functions TgkC1.s/; gk.s/; gk−1.s/U satisfies the same recurrence relations
as the polynomials Tpk.s/; qk.s/U, i.e.
gkC1.s/ D .s C jk/ gk.s/ C hk.0/ gk−1.s/ (42)
for k > 1. Moreover, observe that the initializations p1.s/ D s C j0, p0.s/ D 1 and
q1.s/ D h0.0/, q0.s/ D 0 imply that the same recurrence (42) holds true for k D 0 as
well, provided one sets g−1.s/ D −1. It turns out that one has the equalities (k > 0)
fk.s/ D −gk.s/=gk−1.s/; (43)
where the fk.s/ are the successive functions generated by the Akhiezer algorithm.
To see this, let us start from an intermediate step (10) of this algorithm fk.s/ D
hk.0/ T.s C jk/ C fkC1.s/U−1, rewritten as
−fkC1.s/ fk.s/ D .s C jk/ fk.s/ − hk.0/: (44)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by fk−1.s/ fk−2.s/; : : : ; f0.s/ and defining
the functions
g
]
k.s/ D .−1/k
kY
iD0
fi.s/
show that these g]k.s/ satisfy the same recurrence as gk.s/ for k > 1. As g
]
0.s/ D
f .s/ by definition and as (42) and (44) are identical for k D 0 provided one sets
g
]
−1.s/ D −1, the recurrence initializations are seen to be identical so that gk.s/  g]k
for all k > −1.
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Relation (43) entails a simple and numerically efficient algorithm for the calcu-
lation of the continued fraction expansion relative to a function f .s/ of class L.
This algorithm consists in the iterative calculation of the functions gk.s/ with the
help of (42), where the recursion parameters hk.0/ and k , i.e. the continued fraction
components in the expansion
f .s/ D h0.0/
.s C j0/ C
h1.0/
.s C j1/ C
h2.0/
.s C j2/ C    ;
are determined by the formulas
hk.0/ D − lim
s!1 s gk.s/=gk−1.s/; (45)
k D j lim
s!1Ts C hk.0/gk−1.s/=gk.s/U;
resulting from (42) and (43) and fk.s/ 2L for all k. Furthermore, note that the right-
hand side vector of system (32) has as its components the first m C 1 coefficients
gk.0/ D 0; gk.1/ D 0; : : : ; gk.k − 1/ D 0; gk.k/ > 0; gk.k C 1/; : : : ; gk.m/ of
the asymptotic expansion (21) of gk.s/. Denoting by gk this vector, it appears that
the above algorithm implies, in particular, the vector recurrence
gkC1 D Mgk C kgk − hk.0/ gk−1 (46)
where Mgk stands for the vector gk shifted up by one position.
On the basis of this vector recurrence, one is led to the following alternative algo-
rithm [4,9] for the efficient calculation of the parameters hk.0/; k . From the initial-
izations
g−1.−1/ D 1; g−1.i/ D 0 and g0.i/ D h.i/ for i D 0; 1; : : : ; 2 m;
compute for k D 0; 1; : : : ;m:
hk.0/ D gk.k/=gk−1.k − 1/;
k D Thk.0/ gk−1.k/ − gk.k C 1/U=gk.k/; (47)
gkC1.k C i C 1/ D k gk.kCi C 1/ C gk.k C i C 2/ − hk.0/ gk−1.k C i C 1/
for i D 0; 1; : : : ; 2 m − k C 1:
The complexity of this algorithm is found to be of 4.m − k/ C 1 flops per iteration
and is, therefore, equal to the complexity of the algorithm described in Section 3
for the computation of the family of orthogonal polynomials Pk.!/. In fact, these
two algorithms can be considered as dual of each other. Indeed, let us set the lower
triangular matrix Lm made of the successive vectors g0; g1; : : : ; gm and, similar-
ly, the upper triangular matrix Um of the successive vectors p0; p1; : : : ; pm with
pk D Tpk;0; pk;1; : : : ; pk;k; 0; : : : ; 0UT. Since pk;k D 1 and gk.k/ D k , one deduces
from (32) the matrix relations
Hm Um D Lm; LTm D Diag .0; 1; : : : ; m/ U−1m :
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Therefore, the two algorithms in question are seen to be dual in the sense that they,
respectively, produce the triangular factorization of Hm and H−1m .
It is interesting to recast the recurrence formule (42) into the form
gkC1.s/
gk.s/

D

s C jk hk.0/
1 0
 
gk.s/
gk−1.s/

; (48)
so that one has
gk.s/
gk−1.s/

D Wk.s/

f .s/
−1

; (49)
with Wk.s/ as in (26)–(28). Therefore, the J para-unitary property (29) of Wk.s/ is
seen to imply the relation
gk.s/ gk−1.s/ C gk.s/ gk−1.s/ D −k−1 Tf .s/ C f.s/U; (50)
in view of the equality k−1 D h0.0/; h1.0/; : : : ; hk−1.0/ resulting of (33). Further-
more, as (46), equivalently (48) and (49), also implies the equality gk.s/ NgkC1.s/ C
Ngk.s/ gkC1.s/ D .s C Ns/ jgk.s/j2 C hk.0/ Tgk−1.s/ Ngk.s/ C Ngk−1.s/ gk.s/U, the real
parts of f .s/ and of z.s/ are found to be related to each other in Re s > 0 through
the relation
Re f .s/ D .2 Re s/
"
mX
iD0
−1i jgi.s/j2
#
C −1m jgm.s/j2 Re z.s/: (51)
In particular, one has on the imaginary axis
Re z.j!/ D m Re f .j!/jgm.j!/j2
for the left horizontal limits, known to exist almost everywhere. These properties
together with (49) show that the succesive steps of the modified version (42) of the
Akhiezer algorithm can be interpreted as implementing well-defined order 2 J-para-
unitary transformations on any pair of generating functions g0.s/ D f .s/; g−1.s/ D
−1 compatible with the given data Hankel matrix Hm.
6. Convergence properties
The main theme developed in this section is the behavior of the solution of the
interpolation problem considered in Section 3 when the number of constraints tends
to infinity [3]. As our treatment of the question follows closely Akhiezer’s analysis
[1], a short account of the results available in the field will only be presented.
Let us begin with the observation that the general solution (18) of the interpolation
problem can be recast into the form
f .s/ D qmC1.s/ Npm.s/ C qm.s/ NpmC1.s/
pmC1.s/ Npm.s/ C pm.s/ NpmC1.s/
C qmC1.s/ pm − qm.s/ pmC1.s/
pmC1.s/ Npm C pm.s/ NpmC1.s/
NpmC1.s/ − z.s/ Npm.s/
pmC1.s/ C z.s/ pm.s/ I (52)
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this is easily verified by direct calculation. Next, let us select a point s in the half-
plane Re s > 0 and show that z.s/ 2L implies that f .s/ takes a value in a closed
disk Km.s/ located in the right half-plane, centered at the point
Rm;0 D qmC1.s/ Npm.s/ C qm.s/ NpmC1.s/
pmC1.s/ Npm.s/ C pm.s/ NpmC1.s/
and of radius Rm given by
Rm D
"
.s C Ns/
mX
iD0
−1i jpi.s/j2
#−1
: (53)
To prove this, let us first show that (52) can be expressed as f .s/ D Rm;0 C Rm .z/
ej .g/ where the modulus .z/ is smaller than or equal to 1. Indeed, by applying a
standard Green formula argument (see e.g. [1]) on the polynomial recurrences (15),
one first derives the two relations
qmC1.s/ pm.s/ − qm.s/ pmC1.s/ D .−1/mm; (54)
pmC1.s/ Npm.s/ C pm.s/ NpmC1.s/ D .s C Ns/m
"
mX
iD0
−1i jpi.s/j2
#
:
Next, as z.s/ and
pmC1.s/
pm.s/
D .s C jm/ C hm.0/
.s C jm−1/ C hm−1.0/C   
h1.0/
.s C j0/ C h0.0/ ;
with hk.0/ > 0 for all k, are well-defined positive functions, one deduces the inequal-
ity j.z/j 6 1 for .z/ D jT NpmC1.s/ − z.s/ Npm.s/U=TpmC1.s/ C z.s/ pm.s/U−1j with
equality if and only Re z.s/ D 0. Finally, the closed disk Km.s/ is found to lie en-
tirely in the right half-plane as a consequence of relation (51), i.e.
Re f .s/ > .Re s/
"
mX
iD0
−1i jgi.s/j2
#
> 0
with equality on the Km.s/ boundary circle. Note that, in view of the Christoffel–
Darboux formula (36) and its reformulation as a function of the inverse of H−1m , an
alternative expression for the circle radius (53) in term of the Hankel matrix Hm is
given by
Rm D T.s C Ns/ x H−1m xU−1;
where x stands for the vector T1; s; : : : ; smUT.
Let us now consider the same interpolation problem but with two more con-
straints. From the solution structure (13) and the polynomial recurrences (15), it
is clear that the solution to this extended interpolation problem can still be viewed
as given by (19), provided the parameter function z.s/ is restricted to belong to the
subset ofL of the form
z.s/ D hmC1.0/
s C jmC1 C z].s/ ;
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where the values of hmC1.0/ and mC1 are determined by the new data, while z].s/
can be any function in L. Therefore, KmC1.s/  Km.s/; moreover, their respec-
tive boundary circles are seen to have a common point since the equality f .s/ D
qmC2.s/=pmC2.s/ D TqmC1.s/ C z.s/ qm.s/U=TpmC1.s/ C z.s/ pm.s/U for z.s/ D
hmC1.0/=.s C jmC1/ implies that this particular solution f .s/ belongs to Km.s/
as well as to KmC1.s/.
Let us investigate the situation where the number of interpolation constraints goes
to infinity (m ! 1). Still assuming s to be fixed to the same value in Re s > 0, one
deduces from (53) that the successive disks Km.s/; KmC1.s/; : : : will shrink either
to an empty disk if R1 D 0 or to a limit disk whose circle radius is found to have
the value
R1 D
"
.s C Ns/
1X
iD0
−1i jpi.s/j2
#−1
> 0;
in case the series
P1
iD0 
−1
i jpi.s/j2 converges. Moreover, these two limit patterns 2
can be shown to be invariant with respect to the selected point s in Re s > 0. In other
words, they depend only on the data, i.e. the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion
of f .s/.
Let us discuss the first case. As, for all m, f .s/ D qmC1.s/=pmC1.s/ is a well-
defined lossless rational function and as R1 D 0, the limit function f .s/ for m ! 1
can be proved to be uniquely defined, lossless, independent of the parameter function
z.s/ and given by
f .s/ D lim
m!1
qmC1.s/
pmC1.s/
for any s with Re s > 0. The second case requires some more elaboration. Indeed, if
the series
P1
iD0 
−1
i jpi.s/j2 converges, this implies, in particular, limm!1 −1m jpm
.s/j2 D 0 and therefore, since the polynomials pm.s/ are monic by construction,
limm!1 m D 1. As a result, the determinant of the linear fractional transformation
matrix (27), defining the solution (18) of the interpolation problem as a function
of the parameter function z.s/, is found to diverge for m ! 1 since one has det
WmC1.s/ D .−1/m−1m in view of (54). Therefore, the elements of the limit trans-
formation matrix appear to be undefined for m ! 1. To circumvent this problem,
let us introduce the normalized transformation matrix
WmC1.s/ D

mC1.s/ mC1.s/
γmC1.s/ mC1.s/

;
defined byWmC1.s/ D W−1mC1.0/ WmC1.s/. Note that one has detWmC1.s/ D 1 by
construction and, in particular, mC1.0/ D mC1.0/ D 1, mC1.0/ D γmC1.0/ D 0.
It turns out that (27) can be rewritten in terms of the entries ofWmC1.s/ as
2 In the context of orthogonal polynomal theory, these two limit patterns correspond, respectively, to
the determinate and the indeterminate case of the classical moment problem.
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f .s/ D mC1.s/ C Qz.s/ mC1.s/
mC1.s/ C Qz.s/ γmC1.s/ ;
where Qz.s/ D TqmC1.0/ C qm.0/ z.s/U TpmC1.0/ C pm.0/ z.s/U−1 can be verifed to
be a well-defined positive function for any z.s/ 2L. As the elements ofWmC1.s/
can be shown to converge for m ! 1 to well-defined entire functions, the lim-
it f .s/ D T1.s/ C z.s/ 1.s/U T1.s/ C z.s/ γ1.s/U−1 of class L exists for any
choice of the parameter function z.s/ in the class of positive functions (observe that
z.s/ need not belong to the subclass L at the limit). Therefore, the limit f .s/ is,
in case R1 > 0, neither unique, nor lossless in general but depends on an arbitrary
positive function. To sum up, the infinite interpolation problem in classL is found to
have always a solution under the only constraint that one has k > 0 or, equivalently,
hk.0/ > 0 for all k.
On the basis of the above results, it turns out that the Carathéodory–Toeplitz
charaterization theorem for Carathéodory functions as well as the Schur characteriza-
tion theorem and function theoretic algorithm for Schur functions admit well-defined
counterparts in the context of positive functions and, more precisely, of class L
functions.
Theorem 1 (First characterization of classL [1]). A function f .s/ is of classL if
and only if
1. it admits an asymptotic expansion around the point at infinity of the form
f .s/ ,
1X
kD0
jk h.k/
skC1
where the coefficients h.k C 1/ are real numbers;
2. the nested set of Hankel matrices
Hk D Thi;j D h.i C j/; i; j D 0; 1; : : : ; kU
is nonnegative definite for all k. Moreover; if this set is singular and has maximal
rank k; f .s/ is uniquely defined as a lossless rational function of degree k.
Theorem 2 (Second characterization of class L). A function f .s/ is of class L if
and only if the function theoretic recursive algorithm
gkC1.s/ D .s C jk/ gk.s/ C hk.0/ gk−1.s/;
initialized with g−1.s/D−1 and g0.s/Df .s/ and with real parameters k and hk.0/
determined by
hk.0/D− lim
s!1 s gk.s/=gk−1.s/;
k D j lim
s!1Ts C hk.0/ gk−1.s/=gk.s/U;
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yields hk.0/ > 0 for all k > 0. When these conditions are satisfied; the functions
fk.s/ D −gk.s/=gk−1.s/ are all well-defined class L functions. Moreover; if one
has h.i/ > 0 for i 6 k − 1 and h.i/ D 0 for i > k; then f .s/ is uniquely defined as
a lossless rational function of degree k.
7. The indefinite interpolation problem in classLr
If the Hankel matrix Hm is not nonnegative definite, the interpolation problem has
been shown to have no solution in classL. However, the problem still makes sense
provided the solution space is extended to the class of pseudo-positive functions of
finite index [5,6]. Roughly speaking, the class of pseudo-positive functions f .s/ of
finite index, i.e. I .f / < 1, yields a generalization of the class of positive functions
in the sense that f .s/ can have a finite number of poles in the closed right half-plane
Re s > 0, provided it still admits a horizontal limit with nonnegative real part almost
everywhere on the imaginary axis (Re s D 0). The index I .f / of a pseudo-positive
function is an integer, that counts in a well-defined robust way this amount of singu-
larity. In particular, a pseudo-positive function with zero index is a positive function;
also, a rational pseudo-positive function f .s/ satisfying the relation f .s/ D f.s/ is
termed pseudo-lossless and its index value can be determined in a simple manner [6].
Let us introduce the class Lr of pseudo-positive functions of index I .f / D r
that admit, in addition, an asymptotic expansion of form (4). Let us again consider
the same interpolation problem as before (Section 3). A well-posed problem is then
to search for an interpolating function that belongs to the class Lr with r as small
as possible. Let us investigate this minimal index pseudo-positive function solution
space. To start with, observe that the Akhiezer algorithm (10) cannot be applied for-
mally anymore since one may have h.0/ D 0. Let us assume h.0/ D h.1/ D h.l0 −
2/ D 0; h.l0 − 1/ =D 0, with l0 > 1; it is clear [4,9] that the Akhiezer algorithm can
be generalized into the form
f .s/ D h0.l0 − 1/jT.−js/l0 C 1.−js/l0−1 C    C l0U C f1.s/
; (55)
where the parameters 1; 2; : : : ; l0 are real and determined from the data as the
solution of the triangular Toeplitz linear system2
664
h.l0 − 1/
h.l0/ h.l0 − 1/
: : :
h.2 l0 − 2/ h.2 l0 − 3/ : h.l0 − 1/
3
775
2
664
1
2
:
l0
3
775
D −
2
664
h.l0/
h.l0 C 1/
:
h.2 l0 − 1/
3
775 : (56)
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By using the same argument as in Section 3, one establishes that the solution space of
minimal index of the general 2 l0 interpolation constraint problem where h.0/; h.1/;
: : : ; h.l0 − 2/ D 0 and h.l0 − 1/ =D 0, can be parametrized by (55) and (56) in terms
of an appropriate function f1.s/ such that f1.s/ admits an asymptotic expansion of
form (4) on the one hand, and produces a pseudo-positive function f .s/ of mini-
mal index on the other hand. Moreover, note that the polynomial 0.s/ D .−js/l0 C
1.−js/l0−1 C    C l0 is para-conjugate by construction, i.e. 0.s/ D 0.s/, so
that h−1.l0 − 1/ j0.s/ is a well-defined pseudo-lossless function. As f −1.s/ D h−1
.l0 − 1/ j0.s/ C h−1.l0 − 1/ f1.s/, it appears that h−1.l0 − 1/ f1.s/ must be pseu-
do-positive with f .s/. The above additive decomposition entails that the inverse of
f .s/ is defined as the sum of a pseudo-lossless polynomial and of a pseudo-positive
function having no poles in common in Re s > 0. Therefore, their indices are known
to add up and one has
I .f / D I Th−1.l0 − 1/ j0.s/U C I Th−1.l0 − 1/ f1.s/U: (57)
Moreover, the index of the pseudo-lossless polynomial is easily determined from its
leading coefficient; in fact, one has
I Th.l0 − 1/−1 j0.s/U D
( 1
2 l0 if l0 is even;
1
2 Tl0 − sgn h.l0 − 1/U if l0 is odd;
(58)
where sgn.x/ stands for the sign function, that is, sgn.x/ D C1 or − 1 depending on
whether x is a positive or a negative number. To sum up, the initial interpolation prob-
lem has been shown to be reducible in terms of f1.s/ to an interpolation problem with
2 l0 less constraints, and the index of the pseudo-positive function solution has been
proved to be minimized if the index of the pseudo-positive function h.l0 − 1/−1f1.s/
is made as small as possible. By applying recursively this extended version of the
Akhiezer algorithm (55), one will progressively accommodate all the interpolation
constraints to yield the complete minimal index solution in the form
f .s/ D h0.l0 − 1/j0.s/C
h1.l1 − 1/
j1.s/C   
ht .lt − 1/
jt.s/C z.s/; (59)
where the hi.li − 1/ are real numbers, the i.s/ are well-defined para-conjugate
polynomials of degree li > 1 and z.s/ is an appropriate function, vanishing for
s D 1, chosen so that the solution f .s/ belongs to class Lr with r as small as
possible. In fact, three different situations can be met at the completion of the above
algorithm. To investigate this, let us consider the last step of the algorithm, where the
problem reduces to finding a function ft .s/ satisfying the interpolation constraints
ft .s/ , ht .0/
s
C jht .1/
s2
C    C j
2 n−2 dt ht .n − 2 dt/
sn−2 dtC1
C    ;
where dt D Pt−1iD0 li , and whose solution is known to be expressible as
ft .s/ D ht .lt − 1/jt.s/ C z.s/
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for some appropriate polynomial .s/ D .−js/lt C t;1 .−js/lt−1 C    C t;lt . Note
that one must have 2 lt > n − 2 dt C 1 since there is no interpolation constraint left
after the final step. Therefore, one has the following three possible solution patterns:
1. if n D 2 m C 1 and m C 1 D dtC1, then the coefficients of polynomial t.s/ are
found to be all fixed from the data by solving a system of equations of type (56)
(case A),
2. if lt 6 n − 2 dt C 1 < 2 lt , then the  D n − 2 dt − lt C 1 first nontrivial coeffi-
cients of t.s/ only appear to be determined from the data (system (56) cannot
be set entirely) so that its tail t; tail.s/ D PltiDC1 t;i.−js/lt−i can be chosen
arbitrarily (case B),
3. if all the remaining interpolation constraints have zero value, i.e. ht .0/; ht .1/; : : : ;
ht .n − 2 dt/ D 0, then either ft .s/ D 0 or ft .s/ must have a zero of order lt larger
than n − 2 dt C 1 > 1 for s D 1 (case C).
Let us now show how to choose z.s/ so as to achieve solutions f .s/ of minimal
index. To that aim, let us set recursively, for i D 1; 2; : : : ; t , the numbers
i D h−1i .li − 1/=i−1
from the initialization 0 D h−10 .l0 − 1/. By the additivity property of the indices
of pseudo-positive functions devoid of common poles in Re s > 0, one derives, by
induction on (55), (57) and (58), the relation
I .f / D 1
2
tX
iD0
li − 12
tX
iD0
li odd
sgn i C I .t z/: (60)
Therefore, the minimal value of the index I .f / will be achieved in cases A and B
by setting I .t z/ D 0, in other words for any choice of the parameter function z.s/
such that .sgn t / z.s/ belongs to class L; recall, in addition, that the coefficients
of the tail t; tail.s/ are arbitrary in case B. In case C, by contrast, the solution is
uniquely defined; indeed, t−1 ft .s/ has been shown to be zero, else to have a zero
at infinity of order at least equal to 2, so that its index I .t−1 ft / is necessarily at
least 1; as a result, one must chose ft .s/  0 and the only solution is found to be the
pseudo-lossless rational function
f .s/ D h0.l0 − 1/j0.s/C
h1.l1 − 1/
j1.s/C   
ht−1.lt−1 − 1/
jt−1.s/ ; (61)
of index value equal to
I .f / D 1
2
t−1X
iD0
li − 12
t−1X
iD0
li odd
sgn i: (62)
The interpolant is defined by (59) as a linear fractional transformation acting on
the set of functions of classL. To determine its polynomial ingredients, let us gen-
eralize the set of first and second kind polynomials pk.s/ and qk.s/, introduced in
Section 3. To that aim, let us set the polynomial recurrences
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p.kC1/.s/
q.kC1/.s/
#
D jk.s/
"
p.k/.s/
q.k/.s/
#
C hk.lk − 1/
"
p.k−1/.s/
q.k−1/.s/
#
; (63)
initialized with
p.0/.s/ D 1; p.1/.s/ D j0.s/; q.0/.s/ D 0; q.1/.s/ D h0.l0 − 1/:
From these definitions, the polynomials p.k/.s/ and q.k/.s/ are seen to have respec-
tively degree dk and dk − l0, and to have .−j/dk−k and .−j/dk−l0−kC1h0.l0 − 1/ as
leading coefficients. As a result, it appears that the minimal index solution can be
recast in cases A and B into the form
f .s/ D q.tC1/.s/ C q.t/.s/ z.s/
p.tC1/.s/ C p.t/.s/ z.s/ (64)
with z.s/ as before, while it reduces, in case C, to the unique rational pseudo-lossless
function of degree dt
f .s/ D q.t/.s/
p.t/.s/
:
For further use, let us also make explicit the expression of p.k/.s/. This polynomial
has the form
p.k/.s/ D .j/kTpdk;0 C .−j/pdk;1 s C    C .−j/dkpdk;dk sdk U; (65)
where the coefficients pdk;i are all real and where pdk;dk D 1.
It is clear that the functions gk.s/ can be generalized along the same line with the
help of definition (20) of Section 3, i.e. gk.s/ D p.k/.s/ f .s/ − q.k/.s/ and that the
relations fk.s/ D −gk.s/=gk−1.s/ still hold true for k D 0; 1; : : : ; t; in particular,
gk.s/ is found to have an asymptotic expansion of the form
gk.s/ , .j/dkC1Ck−1
1X
iD0
jigk.dkC1 C i − 1/
sdkC1Ci
; (66)
where the coefficients gk.dkC1 C i − 1/ are real; note also that its leading coefficient
takes the value
gk.dkC1 − 1/ D h0.l0 − 1/ h1.l1 − 1/; : : : ; hk.lk − 1/: (67)
By definition, these generalized functions gk.s/ still satisfy the same recurrence re-
lations (63) as the generalized polynomials p.k/.s/; q.k/.s/. In fact, one has
gkC1.s/ D jk.s/ gk.s/ C hk.lk − 1/ gk−1.s/ (68)
with g0.s/ D f .s/ and g−1.s/ D −1 as in (42). As a result, it appears that there ex-
ists, as shown in Section 4, a generalized dual form of the algorithm (47) based on the
recursive determination of the functions gk.s/ for the efficient calculation of the suc-
cessive continued fraction elements (59) i.s/; hi.li − 1/; its detailed formulation is
left to the reader.
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8. The Hankel matrix extension problem
Let us consider the following Hankel matrix extension problem. Let a Hankel
matrix Hm of order m C 1 be given and define N−.Hm/ as its number of negative
eigenvalues. It is then required to find all Hankel matrices H of order larger than
m C 1, which have Hm as top left principal submatrix and which have the smallest
possible number of negative eigenvalues N−.H/, therefore necessarily larger than or
equal to N−.Hm/. It turns out that this problem can be solved in a simple manner
with the help of the results derived in the preceding section.
To see this, let us first observe that the very definition of gk.s/ and the form of its
asymptotic expansion (66) imply, for k D 0; 1; : : : ; t − 1, the following systems of
equations:
HdkC1−1
2
666666666666664
pdk;0
pdk;1 pdk;0
: : :
: : : pdk;0
: : : :
pdk;dk pdk;dk−1 : : pdk;dk−lkC1
pdk;dk : : pdk;dk−lk
: : :
: pdk;dk−1
pdk;dk
3
777777777777775
D
2
666666666666664
k.0/
: k.1/
: : :
k.0/ : : :
k.0/ k.1/ : : k.lk − 1/
3
777777777777775
; (69)
where k.i/ D gk.dkC1 C i − 1/ for i > 0; note that the nontrivial submatrix in
the right-hand side of the above system has the Hankel structure. It then follows
from (67)–(69) that the parameter hk.lk − 1/ and the coefficients of the polyno-
mial k.s/ D .−js/lk C k;1.−js/lk−1 C    C k;lk can be determined [4,10] from
solving the system of equations2
664
k.0/
k.1/ k.0/
: : :
k.lk − 1/ k.lk − 2/ : k.0/
3
775
2
664
k;1
k;2
:
k;lk
3
775
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D hk.lk − 1/
2
664
k−1.1/
k−1.2/
:
k−1.lk/
3
775 −
2
664
k.1/
k.2/
:
k.lk/
3
775 ; (70)
where hk.lk − 1/ D k.0/=k−1.0/. The above relations constitute the cornerstone
of the generalized form of the algorithm, required to accommodate a Hankel matrix
in case of singular top left principal submatrices [4,9]. In the direct form of this
algorithm, the successive polynomials p.k/.s/ are computed from the initializations
p.0/.s/ D 1, p.1/.s/ D j0 and h0.l0 − 1/ D h.l0 − 1/ while, in its dual form, the
functions gk.s/ are recursively computed with the help of (68) from the initializations
g0.s/ D f .s/ and g−1.s/ D −1. The resulting two algorithms are well known in the
literature and their detailed formulation will be omitted [4,10].
Let us denote by Pk the block column vector made in (69) of the coefficients of
polynomial p.k/.s/, padded with the appropriate number of zeros so that one can
define the upper triangular matrix
Um D TP0; P1; : : : ; Pt U:
Observe that this definition of Um coincides with that given in Section 5 when t D m.
Note also that the diagonal entries of Um are equal to 1 since pdk;dk D 1. Therefore,
it follows from (69) that the product UTm Hm Um is a direct sum of elementary Hankel
matrices, i.e.
UTm Hm Um DH0 H1     Ht ; (71)
whereHk , of order lk , has the form (except possibly for k D t)
Hk D
2
66664
~k.0/
: ~k.1/
: : :
~k.0/ : : :
~k.0/ ~k.1/ : : ~k.lk − 1/
3
77775 : (72)
Let us incidentally mention that, in the present context, the number dk and lk are
often referred to, respectively, as the Kronecker and Cauchy indices relative to the
Hankel matrix Hm [4].
The number of negative eigenvalues N−.Hk/ of a Hankel matrix of form (72) is
easily verified to be given by
N−.Hk/ D lk=2 if lk is even;
D Tlk − sgn ~k.0/U=2 if lk is odd: (73)
Moreover, it follows from (67), (69) and (71) and pdk;dk D 1 that one has the equal-
ities ~k.0/ D k.0/ D gk.dk − 1/ D h0.l0 − 1/ h1.l1 − 1/   hk.lk − 1/, whence, in
particular,
sgn ~k.0/ D sgn k (74)
for the same k as in Section 7.
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As a consequence, if det Hm =D 0, one deduces from the obvious equality N−.Hm/
D PtkD0 N−.Hk/ and from (60), (73) and (8) the relation
N−.Hm/ D I .f /
for any mimimal index pseudo-positive function solution f .s/ to the 2m C 1 interpo-
lation constraints problem of form (7) defined on the entries of Hm. As N−.Hm/ >
N−.HmCi / for i > 0, it is clear that all Hankel extensions HmCi of Hm having the
least possible number of negative eigenvalues are described by the set of all minimal
index solutions to the interpolation problem relative to Hm. Incidentally, note that,
in this situation, all the coefficients of the polynomial t.s/, except the last one t;lt
are fixed by the data (case B solution). In addition, let us point out the property that
N−.Hm/ is equal to the number of zeros of the polynomial pmC1.s/ C qmC1.s/ in the
right half-plane Re s > 0, since this number is equal to I .qtC1=ptC1/ by definition.
Let us now investigate the case det Hm D 0 and denote by N0.Hm/ the nullity of
Hm. If one has N0.Hm/ D m − dt C 1, this means thatHt is a full zero matrix so
that
N−.Hm/ D I .f /
with f .s/ D qt.s/=pt .s/ as in (61). As that function f .s/ has been proved to be the
unique minimal index solution to the interpolation problem defined on the entries
of Hm (case C solution), the extensions HmCi with N−.HmCi/ D N−.Hm/ appear
to be uniquely defined for each value of i > 0 by the coefficients of the asymptotic
expansion of the lossless rational function f .s/ D qt .s/=pt .s/. Still assuming Hm
to be singular, let us finally discuss the situation 0 < N0.Hm/ < m − dt C 1 so that
lt D .m − dt / C N0.Hm/ C 1 and Ht has, for k D t , the structure resulting from
deleting the last N0.Hm/ rows and columns of a matrix of type (72). It is clear that
the equality
N−.Hm/ D I .f / − N0.Hm/
holds true for any minimal index pseudo-positive solution of the interpolation prob-
lem relative to the entries of Hm. Moreover, let us observe that, for any Hankel ex-
tension of Hm, one has necessarily the equalities
N−.HmCi / D N−.Hm/ C i for i D 1; 2; : : : ; N0.Hm/;
but N−.HmCi / D I .f / for i > N0.Hm/ with I .f / minimal if and only if f .s/ is the
above optimal solution; note that it is a case B solution with  D m − dt − N0.Hm/.
As a result, it appears that, in this case also, the solutions to the extension prob-
lem considered are given by the set of minimal index class Lr functions whose
asymptotic expansions have prescribed values for their first 2 m C 1 coefficients.
As a straightforward application of the above results, let us consider the zero lo-
cation problem for a monic polynomial R.s/ of degree m, with complex coefficients
and devoid of para-conjugate zeros, i.e. R.−s0/ =D 0 if R.s0/ D 0. Let us define the
para-even and para-odd parts of R.s/ by
pm.s/ D TR.s/ C .−1/m NR.−Ns/U=2; qm.s/ D TR.s/ − .−1/m NR.−Ns/U=2;
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and denote byNC.R/ the number of zeros of R.s/ in the right half-plane Re s > 0.
It turns out that f .s/ D qm.s/=pm.s/ is a well-defined pseudo-lossless rational func-
tion and that one hasNC.R/ D I .f / by definition. Let us then set the Hankel matrix
Hm defined on the first 2 m C 1 coefficients of the asymptotic expansion of f .s/
around the point at infinity. From the above discussion, it turns out that one has the
relation
NC.R/ D I .f /;
which gives a direct proof of a well-known Markov parameters theorem relative to
the polynomial zero location problem (see e.g. [7] for a proof for real polynomials).
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